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This new consumer landscape balances 
simplicity with insight and clear “actionability.” 
The holistic approach encompasses 
and describes all users and their core 
needs. You’ll learn who they are, what they 
want and how they make use of mobile 
technology and services.  

Draw on this guide to get to know the new 
points of differentiation, and then begin to 
utilize them in your area of expertise. Take 
a fresh look at what’s around. 

For more information and research  
findings about the Fresh Perspective,  
check out the Toolkit at: 
www.t-mobiletargets.com





“  Live without my phone? NO WAY! 
I text and talk to my friends all 
the time!”

This mix and mingler is an optimistic, energetic 
influencer who doesn’t want to miss a moment 
and is never without their cell phone. From 
talking and texting, to picture taking and all the 
latest apps that keep life spontaneous—it’s their 
social lifeline, without the line. 

•	 T-Mobile	priority	customer	
•	Connected	to	a	broad	circle	of	friends
•	Wants	to	easily	share	cell	phone	photos		
•	 Tends	to	text	before	calling
•	 Uses	phone	as	a	time	filler—music,	games,	

texting, anything to escape those empty moments  
•	Over	half	have	Family	Plans
•	 50%	Male	/	50%	Female
•	Median	age	–	30

fresh fact: 
Even if inundated by a barrage of messages, they 
recover fast and use their phone to never miss a 
moment with friends and family. 

The younger adult who needs constant 
 communication with family and friends.





“  My friends and family depend on 
me, so I like to be accessible at 
all times—I could never imagine 
being unavailable.”

Staying connected and in constant communication 
with friends and family is a must. Their social 
network tends to be more the “inner circle.”

•	 T-Mobile	priority	customer
•	On	the	same	carrier	as	friends	and	family	 
for	cost-savings	advantages

•	Wants	quality	service	and	reliable	reception
•	 Appreciates	simple	plans	and	easy-to-use	phones	
•	Occasionally	texts	and	shares	photos	
•	 59%	Female	/	41%	Male
•	Median	age	—	42

fresh fact
The	Sharing	Optimizer	places	more	value	on	
relationships than on phones and technology. 
Out	of	all	users,	they	are	the	most	loyal	to	their	
wireless carrier. 

The family-oriented adult who  
needs to be available at all times. 





“  I am a multitasking, organizational 
fiend who gets it all done.” 

From work to play, this customer’s mobile device 
improves efficiency and helps them manage  
their day—work email, calendar, office and the 
Internet—it’s all right there so they can live life  
to the fullest! 

•	 T-Mobile	priority	customer
•	Uses	mobile	devices	to	manage	life	and	work	
•	 Seeks	out	new	life	experiences	and	is	open	to	

trying new technology
•	 Aesthetics	and	quality	in	phone	design	are	important
•	Calendars	are	a	must	for	organization	
•	 Starting	to	discover	email,	texting	and	other	 

useful apps 
•	 59%	Male	/	41%	Female	
•	Median	age	—	43		

fresh fact: 
Having a seamless flow between work and play is 
important, so they always have their phone—it’s 
mobile freedom for a better life experience.

The professional adult who strives  
toward a perfect work/life balance.





“  Technology fascinates me.  
If it will help make my life  
easier, I’ll get it.”

From the latest to the greatest in handheld 
electronics, these customers have been excited 
about technology since getting their first digital 
calculator as a kid. They seek out info and 
advances, and need to know what technology  
is capable of and what it can do for them.

•	 T-Mobile	priority	customer
•	 Excited	about	the	newest	technology	
•	 Influences	peers	in	everything	“tech”
•	 Their	phone	is	part	of	their	cultural	currency
•	 Demands	broad	range	of	latest	services/applications	
•	Downloads	music	and	apps.	Also	uses	calendar,	

email and texts. 
•	Mostly	satisfied	with	carrier
•	 53%	Female	/	47%	Male		
•	Median	age	—	38	

fresh fact:
Surprise!	More	women	than	men	are	Tech	Seekers.

Both men and women who are engaged  
with and enthusiastic about technology.





“  Everyone around me has a cell 
phone, so I had to get one too. 
But I only use it when I need to.”

Life is sweet and simple for this basic (and 
price-sensitive)	user	because	the	cell	phone	 
is not their primary phone—a free phone with  
a	low-cost	plan	is	ideal.	

•	 Always	looks	for	the	best	deal		
•	 Cell	phone	is	not	their	primary	phone	
•	Not	cell	phone	dependent	
•	 56%	Female	/	44%	Male			
•	Median	age	—	52	

fresh fact:
Mobile	solutions	mean	simple	devices	and	
reliable service for occasional use. 

The mature adult who needs  
a simple phone for occasional use.





“  I can do business anytime and 
anywhere—mobility means I never 
miss a beat.”

This	mover	and	shaker	is	always	on-the-go	and	
needs to stay in constant contact with clients—
because clients want to hear a voice, not read 
emails. 

•	 Less	for	personal	use,	mostly	professional	calls	
•	 Primarily	voice-based	usage	(less	data)	
•	 58%	Male	/	42%	Female	
•	Median	Age	—	51	

fresh fact:
Reliability and coverage is a must for staying  
in contact with the office.

The career-driven adult who must  
be reachable anytime and anywhere.



This guide will help you learn about our 
consumers’ needs and motivations. They 
are real, relevant and give a more dynamic 
look of today’s marketplace. 

Better understanding will help to open 
up new business opportunities, facilitate 
better messaging, improve customer 
retention and guide product design and 
development. 



To get a deeper perspective and  
to see the research findings, go to:  
www.t-mobiletargets.com




